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Part 1 - Validate WUE and
canopy temperature in Brazil
and Ghana

Part 1.1 Validate WUE in tropical forests
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(range 0 to 1) and px is the proportional deviation of the isotope ratio of xylem
water from plant source water (range 0 to 1).
The isotope ratio of water in which the sucrose substrates for cellulose are
synthesized (D18Olw) is a balance of enriched water at the evaporative site
(D18Oes) and unenriched vein water in the leaf. This balance can be described
by a Péclet effect (2 5 LE/CD) that accounts for the opposing fluxes of evaporative, convective flux through the leaf (E) across a given path length (L) as
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Part 1.2 Validate canopy
temperatures in tropical forests
•
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(refs 30, 31), where D18Ov is the atmospheric water vapour d18O relative to
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Part 2 – Will a decrease in leaf or canopy albedo
increase evaporation or canopy temperature?

= Air temperature
=/- Photosynthesis
+ Cloud cover

+ Air temperature
- Photosynthesis
? Ecosystem Impacts

Leaf traits like LMA are changing
in response to climate change
• LMA is tightly correlated to leaf
reflectance properties.
• We predict in a warmer world,
leaf NIR albedo will decrease
(tropical leaves will darken).

Doughty et al Nature Eco/Evo 2018

Climate simulations currently predict that as albedo
decreases evapotranspiration (ET) will increase
• More ET leads to more bright
clouds and no net change in
planetary albedo
• However, if, in contrast, canopy
temperature increases we could
have a drastically different future
• Empirically, we do not know how
albedo impacts ET and canopy
temperature in the tropics

Use Ecostress + leaf trait data to understand how
changes to canopy albedo will impact Bowen ratio
• How does leaf-level albedo
affect plant water use with
respect to ET and WUE?
• What are the plot-level effects of
contrasting albedo, but similar
forest characteristics, on canopy
temperature and ET measured
by ECOSTRESS?
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= Air temperature
=/- Photosynthesis
+ Cloud cover

+ Air temperature
- Photosynthesis
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Compare albedo to ECOSTRESS
canopy temperature and ET for
all Ghana and Brazil.

How will darker tropical
leaves impact global climate?

• We will rerun our ESM
simulations parametrized by our
continental scale ECOSTRESS
data
• We will better understand how
potential future albedo changes
will impact global climate

Questions?
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